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Abstract: Current debate on the implementation of resilience in addressing climatic impacts calls
for more pragmatic means of reducing losses. In this study we aimed to generate context-specific
knowledge about resilience factors for addressing the impacts of drought, with the expectation
that bringing forth experiential knowledge on how impacts were addressed in the past would
shed light on what constitutes key resilience factors for practitioners working in urban contexts.
The study was carried in three of the largest cities in Chile: Santiago, Concepción, and Valdivia.
The analytical framework consists of urban and regional resilience incorporating transdisciplinary
approaches applying the Resilience-Wheel tool, combined with participatory methods for the
co-production of knowledge and qualitative content analysis of documents and workshops.
Results show that key determinants of building resilience to drought were: improving education
and access to information, enhancing preparedness, promoting technology transfer, reinforcing
organizational linkages and collaboration, decentralizing governance, and encouraging citizen
participation. The Resilience-Wheel was useful for navigating the conceptual complexity and
diversity of perspectives inherent among social actors. The transdisciplinary approach allowed
us to co-produce key knowledge that can be applied to build resilience in future, through a bottom-up
approach that bridges the science–policy interface.
Keywords: drought; Chile; climate change; resilience; urban and regional resilience; adaptation;
transdisciplinarity; knowledge co-production

1. Introduction
As a concept, ‘resilience’ has increasingly influenced many fields of research, including climate
change, and gained significant traction in a number of policy domains [1–3]. Given the broad
diversity of perspectives, discussion also arises regarding the ambiguity of resilience definitions
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and conceptualizations, which in turn has the potential to create confusion among decision-makers
and practitioners [4–9].
Several authors have proposed different approaches for navigating diverse forms of resilience
in theory and practice by providing detailed reviews of the concept and its components [7,10–13].
Moreover, there is concrete contribution for the use of resilience in the urban context [3,9,14–20].
The concept of resilience becomes more specific when linked to a particular field or study object
(such as cities or regions), but a heterogeneity of perspectives rooted in different research traditions is
still a common feature in the literature on urban and regional resilience, similar to what is observed
when applying resilience in a more general fashion [14,17].
Despite the multiple concepts attached to resilience, these studies provide a thematic structure to
inform theory and assist diverse actors in the process of building resilience. For example, Aldunce
and co-workers [13] analyze the use of resilience specifically in the context of climate change. In that
working paper, they account for the way in which resilience has been defined and applied, identify
a conceptual basis of resilience theory, systematize key determinants and attributes of resilience,
and, inspired by the “Adaptive Capacity-Wheel” [21], present the ‘Resilience-Wheel’, a tool proposed
for practical application in resilience building and assessment. The Resilience-Wheel is applied in
the present study as a framework for analysis, and a detailed description of the Wheel is provided in
Section 2.1.3.
Resilience building is context-dependent, sensitive to the unique social, cultural, economic,
political, and physical realities, as well as the urban or rural settings in which communities are
embedded [16,17,22]. Similarly, building resilience also depends on a unifying theme (‘resilience
to what’) or ‘boundary object’ [23,24], which is an analytical concept or fulcrum of enquiry that
is tangible for those participating in the process of problem-orientation in a given context, linking
several intersecting viewpoints or ‘worlds’. For climate change, extreme or iconic climatic events have
been used as boundary objects that serve as a common point of reference and discussion, which has
proved useful in putting the impacts of climate change in context [25–27]. Exploring experiences of
extreme climatic events enables a more fluid dialogue with those concerned about how climate change
manifests in their specific context [26] and thereby enables specific adaptation options that are locally
envisioned and feasible.
Over the last seven years (2009–2015), Chile has faced the most severe drought on record, known as
the ‘Mega-drought’, which has had profound impacts on the environment and society [28]. The labeling
of this event as a ‘Mega-drought’ indicates the significance of this climatic phenomenon as an iconic
climate event, as defined by Lynch et al. [25]. With an annual precipitation deficit between 20% and
40%, the drought has been unprecedented in terms of its intensity, spatial extension, and, perhaps most
importantly, its duration—one or two year-long droughts are not uncommon in Chile, but the current
seven-year event is truly exceptional. The average stream flow during the period 2010–2014 declined
by 30%–60% throughout central Chile [28]. Likewise, we have witnessed record low levels in most
water reservoirs and the model-based climate projections for the 21st century consistently indicate
a marked drying trend throughout the region. The effects of the mega-drought on physical systems
include impacts on natural vegetation, snow pack over the Andes Mountains, surface and subsurface
hydrology, and forest fires. In turn, these effects might have severe impacts on urban infrastructure
and city life, such as shortages in water supplies, reduced food availability and rising prices in the
cities surrounding regional agriculture production, heat waves, and increasing air pollution [28,29].
Climate change is expected to increase the frequency and magnitude of climate-related hazards such as
droughts [30], with new data showing that 25% of the causes of the mega-drought can be attributed to
climate change [28]. Given the high likelihood that extreme events like the current mega-drought will
occur with greater frequency in the future, there is a need to move forward in the practical application
of resilience, prioritizing approaches that can assist in improving responses to drought.
This paper presents the results of a participatory process, embedded in a transdisciplinary
approach that generated concrete, context-specific knowledge in terms of what are the main
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impacts of the mega-drought, existing measures to address these impacts, and factors identified as
supporting resilience to droughts. First, we present a detailed description of the analytical framework:
transdisciplinarity and the Resilience-Wheel. Second, the research design and the methodology applied
are described. Third, we delve into the results of the study and the main implications that emerged,
with a focus on what these workshop results reveal in terms of relevant factors for resilience building.
Finally, we conclude with a summary of lessons learned and suggestions for moving forward.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Analytical Framework
The analytical framework applied in this study consists of resilience, with a particular focus
on urban and regional resilience, and a transdisciplinary approach. Specifically, we used the
Resilience-Wheel tool, proposed by [13], combined with participatory approaches for the co-production
of knowledge on relevant aspects of urban resilience.
2.1.1. Co-Producing Knowledge through a Transdisciplinary Approach
In this research we aimed at co-producing knowledge of what is perceived to be in the common
interest in dealing with drought impacts, while taking into account the complexity of the problem
and diversity of scientific perceptions of the problem, and connecting abstract and case-specific
knowledge [31] (p. 35). Improving understanding of the mega-drought in Chile requires a broadening
of the knowledge base to include the socioeconomic context in an integrative and systematic approach.
To facilitate this process, transdisciplinary research provides what is termed policy-relevant knowledge,
which is increasingly recognized as crucial for addressing problems associated with climate variability
and change, such as the extreme events that characterize this mega-drought in Chile.
In generating policy-relevant knowledge, three distinct types of information are called for:
(1) an understanding of the components and dynamics within and between systems (systems
knowledge); (2) knowledge that helps clarify and prioritize the outcomes desired and valued by
society in dealing with climate change impacts (target knowledge); and (3) knowledge of how to
transform the system, for example, by informing policy options that deal with the effects and impacts
of climate change in society (transformation knowledge) [32]. These three knowledge types were
applied in our analytical framework as a means to structure the results of knowledge co-produced in
the workshops.
2.1.2. Urban and Regional Resilience
Resilience has become a salient feature of the study of urban sustainability in a changing climate.
However, the range of stressors and disturbances that affect cities is wide and of a heterogeneous
character, including terrorism, natural hazards, economic crises, demographic change, political
turmoil, etc. [16,17]. Leichenko [14] (p. 164) provides a general definition of urban resilience as
“the ability of a city or urban system to withstand a wide array of shocks and stresses”. In a broad
sense, urban resilience is the adaptability shown by cities to face drivers leading to decline, but
the components and agents on which this capacity primarily lies are a subject of controversy and
vary according to different disciplinary and thematic emphases [9,33]. Leichenko [14] (p. 164)
categorizes the literature on urban resilience into four large groups: (1) urban ecological resilience;
(2) resilience to urban hazards and disaster risk reduction; (3) resilience of urban and regional
economies; and (4) promotion of resilience through urban governance and institutions. This division is
helpful to understand the different emphases authors place on the issue, but at the same time a note of
caution is needed in order to avoid considering them as disconnected black boxes. In this research
there are elements of the four approaches but the regional perspective is predominant. This is based on
what Müller [17] argues, that is necessary to study cities nested in regions in order to understand their
resilience as a consequence of multiple interactions between systems at different scales. Müller [17]
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points out the efforts made by various authors and institutions in coupling resilience thinking to urban
and regional development. As noted by Reghezza-Zitt et al. [34], taking the temporal and spatial scale
into account is key to understanding the dynamics of urban resilience. These authors emphasize the
distinction between the intra-urban scale on one hand, and the regional, national, and global scales
on the other. The adequate resilience capacity of one system—for instance, intra-urban space—does
not necessarily imply resilience at the inter-urban scale. The same accounts for temporality in the
process of recovery of different systems within a city, or between the city and the region in which
a system is located. For example, urban forest restoration as part of greening plans might prevent heat
waves in specific urban areas [35]. However, if a city is nested within a region that has suffered severe
deforestation, the resilience capacity of the hinterland to heat waves is low. At this scale and in the
long term, this problem might trigger rural population migration, which, in a negative feedback loop,
increases demographic pressure on urban areas. Regional and long-term considerations are essential
when assessing urban resilience.
2.1.3. The Resilience-Wheel: The Components Underpinning Resilience Building
Multi- and cross-disciplinary conceptualizations of resilience, urban resilience being no exception,
lead to the generation of a great number of components (determinants) for building resilience.
Aldunce et al. [13] conducted a systematic review of the literature on resilience in general (see
e.g., [5,7,10]) and on urban resilience approaches specifically (see e.g., [3,9,14–17,33]). The results of
this review were organized as a comprehensive list of determinants, understood as the characteristics
repeatedly described as essential to resilience building and their various constitutive attributes
necessary for the construction of each determinant (a description of these determinants and their
attributes is provided in Aldunce et al. [13]. To facilitate the visualization of these determinants
and their attributes, we adapted the idea captured in the “Adaptive Capacity-Wheel” proposed by
Gupta et al. [21] into a ‘Resilience-Wheel’ (see Figure 1a,b). The two wheels are diagrammatically
similar in their presentation of central components; Gupta et al.’s wheel focuses on adaptive capacity,
while Aldunce et al. present a wheel composed of the core elements of resilience. The Resilience-Wheel
is a flexible and easy-to-use tool that can serve to evaluate both the resilience of cities and the
regions or hinterlands in which they are nested, which is the focus of the paper. Additionally, it is
important to highlight that in order to work in the co-production of knowledge (transdisciplinary
approach) that includes professionals, researchers, and civil society representatives coming from
different disciplinary backgrounds, fields, and levels of education, what is needed is a simple tool
that both is easy to understand and applies in platforms of co-production of knowledge, such as
the workshops conducted in this study, but that also captures the advance in theory of urban and
regional resilience. Therefore, we must make clear that the aim of the Resilience-Wheel is not to offer
a completely new approach or framework for assessing and evaluating resilience; rather, it is to offer
a practical and simple tool to be used in transdisciplinary processes, but including advances made by
other authors regarding frameworks for analyzing and evaluating urban resilience such as ARUP The
Rockefeller Foundation [3], Tyler and Moench [15], and Müller [17]. In summary, the Resilience-Wheel
is a diagrammatical representation that serves as a guide for different social actors and researchers,
supporting the evaluation of resilience in specific socioecological contexts at the urban scale and in
the regions where they are situated [13]. When using the Resilience-Wheel, it is important to bear
in mind that the incorporation of all attributes is not recommended; rather, a prioritization of those
attributes most relevant in a given context is necessary. Figure 1a,b present the resilience determinants
(inner ring) and their attributes (outer ring) in the form of Social and Ecological Resilience-Wheels.
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Figure 1. (a) Social Resilience-Wheel; (b) ecological Resilience-Wheel. Source: [13].
Figure 1. (a) Social Resilience-Wheel; (b) ecological Resilience-Wheel. Source: [13].
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Selection of Study Participants
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(b)

(c)
Figure 3. (a) Impacts of drought and how it is confronted; (b) prioritization of the most relevant
Figure 3. (a) Impacts of drought and how it is confronted; (b) prioritization of the most relevant
attributes of both Resilience-Wheels, with social and ecological subsystems; (c) the role of each sector
attributes of both Resilience-Wheels, with social and ecological subsystems; (c) the role of each
(academic, public, private, and non-government organizations and civil society) in creating resilient
sector (academic, public, private, and non-government organizations and civil society) in creating
communities.
resilient communities.

The workshops closed with a plenary session, where each group presented the results that
The workshops closed with a plenary session, where each group presented the results that
emerged in their respective discussions.
emerged in their respective discussions.
The analysis involved a process of building up from the data obtained in the workshops [40], by
The analysis involved a process of building up from the data obtained in the workshops [40],
conducting an analytical thematic coding [41] for each of the topics described above.
by conducting an analytical thematic coding [41] for each of the topics described above.
3. Workshop Results and Discussion: Impacts of Drought and How to Build Resilience to It
3. Workshop Results and Discussion: Impacts of Drought and How to Build Resilience to It
The main results that emerged from the three workshop are presented here, organized by the
The
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topics discussed in the workshops (see (a)–(d) above).
topics discussed in the workshops (see (a)–(d) above).
3.1. How Are Droughts Experienced in Chile? System Knowledge (a)
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by [44], on the basis of which the author foresees no harm to production potential in the southern
regions, given the possibility of a general adaptive strategy based, for example, on implementing
earlier planting dates to capture winter rains. As mentioned, economic impacts were the main concern
for participants; the following quotes from participants illustrate this concern:
“ . . . the impacts affect a specific portion of the Hualpén community, considering human and
economic resources and equipment that are provided to the affected community, including water
delivery trucks and potable water, among others.”
“With the drought, there is an increase in the prices of agricultural products and basic services.”
Table 1. Drought impacts identified by workshop participants.
Types of Impacts

Región del Bío Bío

Región de los Ríos

Región Metropolitana

Economic Impacts

Production (15)
Cost increment (11)
Water restriction (4)
Income (4)
Employment (3)
Coping (1)

Production (11)
Cost increment (10)
Water restriction (5)
Coping (3)
Income (3)
Employment (0)

Production (10)
Income (4)
Water restriction (2)
Coping (1)
Cost increment (1)
Employment (0)

Environmental
Impacts

Ecosystem (21)
Water (12)

Ecosystem (17)
Water (6)

Ecosystem (17)
Water (3)

Institutional
Impacts

Reallocation (13)
Institutional actions (9)
Legitimacy (1)

Institutional actions (16)
Reallocation (12)
Legitimacy (0)

Reallocation (13)
Institutional actions (8)
Legitimacy (5)

Social Impact

Social vulnerability (10)
Availability of resources (9)
Conflicts (5)
Migration (3)
Cultural (1)
Psychological (1)

Social vulnerability (11)
Availability of resources (6)
Cultural (5)
Migration (4)
Conflicts (2)
Psychological (2)

Social vulnerability (10)
Availability of resources (9)
Conflicts (5)
Psychological (4)
Migration (2)
Cultural (1)

Numbers in brackets represent the frequency of mentions for each category of impacts, by region and type
of impact.

When discussing environmental issues, negative impacts on ecosystems were mentioned the most.
These impacts involve ecosystem stress and damage, loss of biodiversity, increased risk of wildfire,
soil degradation, land use changes, and impacts on ecosystems services in general. The impact on
water availability emerged most strongly in the Región Metropolitana workshop, possibly reflecting
the region’s semi-arid conditions. Arguments given by participants from the three regions described
a reduction of available water (both surface and subterranean sources), problems associated with water
pollution, and glacial retreat. Ones again, this denotes the importance of considering the intrinsic
relationship between cities and the regions that contain them as a provider of ecosystem services [17].
“ . . . the community has been disadvantaged by the water deficit in aquifers, impacting on flora that
exists principally in the Santuario Natural, as well as the green areas provided for the community’s
benefit.”
“ . . . an increase in the frequency, intensity, and duration of drought leads to increased frequency of
fires affecting our native forests.”
Regarding institutional impacts, participants of all regions identified two key impacts: the
reallocation of resources and institutional actions. As suggested by Adger et al. [45], the re-allocation
of resources is not necessarily a problem in itself but the timely allocation and provision of these
resources is key. However, according to participant responses, re-allocation of resources has a negative
connotation, likely due to the cost of using these resources for other relevant issues that need attention
as well.
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“There is a re-allocation of resources in order to mitigate the effects of drought—for example, sending
water tanker trucks to deliver water to communities.”
“Public policy programs are affected, because they must respond to emergencies by allocating
resources and altering existing plans.”
Workshop participants in the three regions agreed that the two biggest social impacts relate to
social vulnerability and the availability of resources; social conflicts appeared as a third factor in two
of the regions (Región del Bío Bío and Región Metropolitana). This difference may be attributed to the
Región de Los Ríos’ large scale citizens’ movement, which emerged in response to an environmental
disaster in 2004. This social movement enabled a process of social learning that helped them not only
face social conflict but also lessen the negative impacts of the disaster [46].
“ . . . the lack of drinking water affects sanitation and health. There is also a migration from rural to
urban areas due to the lack of system capabilities to support the entire affected population.”
3.2. Responding to Droughts: System and Target Knowledge (b)
Table 2 presents a summary of responses on what has been done and what is needed to improve
Chile’s response to drought.
Table 2. Frequency of mentions of the identified impacts in participants’ responses.
Type of Drought Response

Number of Mentions

Information-Education

37

Description
Knowledge gaps and access to information

Adaptation

35

Adaptation of communities through different practices

Institutional

24

Normative and public policies

Infrastructure

21

Construction of new infrastructure to cope with drought
(e.g., dams, irrigation infrastructure)

Coordination

16

Coordination between organizations

Equipment and goods

10

Goods, equipment used to cope with drought

Others

5

Other comments not corresponding to defined categories

Services

1

Provisions of services

According to the workshop participants from the three cities and regions, a significant effort has
been made to respond to the drought but further improvements are still required. First, the results
emphasize the need to generate more information on, and raise awareness of, the causes and effects of
drought, as well as the vulnerability of social and ecological systems. Second, participants mentioned
a need for community adaptation through different practices, which is consistent not only with research
findings on this topic in various regions of the country [42,47], but also with a series of concrete
experiences of communities supported by international organizations and national NGOs [48,49].
Third, participants mentioned the need to improve institutional responses, in particular in relation to
the adjustment of norms and regulations and the creation of flexible yet specific public policies. As has
been argued, there is a need to change Chile’s model of market-oriented water management, which
has several negative outcomes [48,50,51]. The following is a quote from a participant who expressed
the need to improve regulations:
“Droughts should be addressed at their corresponding scale and context, but planning does not
reflect this need.”
3.3. Building Resilience to Droughts in Chile: Target Knowledge (c)
Impacts and responses to drought identified by study participants were used as a knowledge
base to move forward and direct the focus of discussion towards resilience building for urban settings,
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using the Resilience-Wheel as a guide. In this section, we present the social and ecological attributes
voted on by participants, followed by a focused discussion of the social attributes.
3.3.1. The Social Sub-System
With regard to the social sub-system, the most frequently mentioned attributes were: education
and information; preparedness; technology; organizational linkages, collaboration and cooperation;
decentralization; and citizen participation (see Table 3).
Table 3. Determinants of the social sub-system and their attributes, as voted for by workshop participants.
Determinant

Attribute

Región de
los Ríos

Región del
Biobío

Región
Metropolitana

Total *

Self-organization

Potential for self- and/or re-organization
Space for improvisation and innovation
Resourcefulness

3
3
1

0
1
3

1
0
2

4
4
6

Leadership
Social networks
Citizen participation
Education and information
Place attachment/Sense of community

3
3
4
8
0

4
2
5
10
6

3
2
3
8
3

10
7
12 (4◦ )
26 (1◦ )
9

Experiential learning
Social-collective memory/social learning

2
4

3
0

2
0

7
4

Technology

7

2

7

16 (3◦ )

Preparedness

6

4

8

18 (2◦ )

Diversity
Organizational linkages, collaboration,
and cooperation
Availability of institutions and mandates
Decentralization
Redundancy
Adaptive management
Accountability

1

0

2

3

6

3

7

16 (3◦ )

1
4
1
2
0

2
6
2
1
4

5
2
0
3
1

8
12 (4◦ )
3
6
5

Availability
Diversification

2
0

1
0

2
0

5
0

Adaptive capacity
Adaptation

6
0

2
2

2
0

10
2

Social capital

Learning
Technology
Planning and
response

Governance and
co-management

Resources
Adaptability

* Number in brackets represents the relative importance of the most frequently mentioned attributes
(grey shading).

•

Information, education (1◦ ) and technology (3◦ )

Two of the most frequently mentioned attributes relate to information, education, and technology.
Participants stressed the relevance of timely, equitable, and universal access to information and
education, and the availability of technology as fundamental for translating desirable interventions
into practical applications and management for the future.
“ . . . information allows us to focus economic resources on the affected area; for example, by precisely
identifying the affected area and crops.”
“Actions have a better impact and are more likely to be achieved when they are accompanied by good
information and education on every level: individual and public policy.”
The importance placed on these attributes by participants concurs with the literature on the
role of information and education as an enabler of resilience building [7,12,52–54]. Information
and education cut across multiple aspects of resilience building such as awareness, preparedness,
warning, and proactivity. For example, it is critical for a proactive community to have an awareness
of the hazards they face; this partly depends on the information and education available to
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them [53,55]. At the same time, being proactive enhances a community’s capacity for anticipation
and learning [53,55,56]. On the other hand, it is important not only to generate and disseminate
information, but also to achieve symmetry of information between different stakeholders and the
community, given that unequal access to information or having distorted information can result in
confusion and lack of confidence among different social actors [52,57,58]. It is also important that
information is delivered in a format that is accessible to the general public, and focused on concrete
and relevant impacts that are specific and salient to a population.
Finally, efforts should not focus on delivering unidirectional (top-down) information (data),
but rather on communicating reciprocally. In doing so, there is a greater chance for information to
transform to knowledge because this information is meaningful to communities and incorporates
their viewpoints, for example, in defining what information is needed and why [59]. Within the
resilience literature, communication has been defined as the creation of common meanings, achieved
by different actors having the opportunity to articulate their views and needs [12] (p. 140). In summary,
building resilience by increasing and improving information, technology, and education represents
one element of a larger transition toward increased proactivity and empowerment. This transition
embodies an ambitious societal goal and one that is urgently needed but is avoided in many worldwide
socioeconomic systems.

•

Preparedness (2◦ )

Another issue of primary concern emerging from the results refers to a shifting focus towards
preparedness, not only within governments but also among other social actors such as those in the
private sector, with communities at the core of this preparation. Here, a pivotal role for government
agencies is providing an institutional setting that is more focused on preparation and not solely on
reactive measures. On the other hand, other social actors need to develop skills and have access
to resources to better respond. In this matter, resilience theory explicitly stresses the importance of
adapting, preparing, and looking forward [52].

•

Citizen participation (4◦ )

A strong emphasis was placed on strengthening the role of the public and communities in building
resilience, which is also stressed in the literature [12,60–62]. For example, participants indicated that
community member participation in collective actions needs to be increased; there is a need for
community action to improve and broaden citizen engagement, and public awareness should also be
increased, consistent with what the literature states [63,64].
“ . . . participation is needed in the definition of public policies and strategies. We are fighting for
our values to be included.”
Participants further argued that communities represent a unique and valuable source of
knowledge, that this knowledge is contextual and based on their experience in dealing with droughts,
which are triggered by specific physical and social contexts. This is not only stressed by others
who have arrived at similar conclusions [10,53,58], but also indicates the importance of focusing on
a well-defined boundary object. During the workshops, participants expressed that participation
is often interpreted as merely a consultation process, used ‘symbolically’. Instead, platforms and
mechanisms for meaningful participation are needed so that this knowledge has a place for deliberation
and integration. Moreover, the definition of common meanings by different social actors represents
a key element of participation [12] because it opens up the real possibility for ideas to emerge on how
to move forward and implement resilience, enabling community empowerment.

•

Organizational linkages, collaboration, cooperation (3◦ ), and decentralization (4◦ )

The two remaining attributes identified by participants as pivotal for building resilience to drought
were related to organizational linkages, collaboration and cooperation, and decentralization, which are
considered within the governance and co-management determinant (see Table 3). To build resilience,
flexible and adaptable decision-making processes are required and should be materialized within
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a governance framework in which multiple groups participate and cooperate in a more decentralized
manner [22,65,66]. To enhance resilience, partnership initiatives and collaborative approaches are
required to ensure multi-level, multi-sector, and cross-scale networks between actors and agencies that
bring these together for mutual benefit [67].
Workshop participants also state the importance of recognizing the legitimate and distinctive
roles of all actors, and the need for not only encouraging the participation of a variety of stakeholders
from different levels, but also for governance structures that promote collective and shared efforts.
These represent views that are also shared in the scientific literature [10,22,58,68–70]. For active and
genuine participation, a space must be created for a more neutral negotiation and clarification of
parties’ respective roles and responsibilities; this clarification could emerge during and as a result
of the participation process itself. However, the mere participation of different social actors in the
clarification of their responsibilities does not ensure true participation; it is also crucial to consider that
if devolution of responsibility is passed to non-government actors, it must be accompanied not only by
sufficient and adequate support, but also by a revision and redesign of institutional arrangements [71].
Finally, decentralization is crucial for building resilience and is understood as a distribution of
governance to facilitate knowledge exchange and resource sharing, and to promote local responsibility
for self-management and more balanced decision-making amongst actors and across scales [72,73].
Moreover, in the highly centralized Chilean political and administrative system [74], the attribute of
decentralization becomes inseparable from a broader, regional, public demand for greater participation
in decision making processes (Table 3 expresses the variation between regional and metropolitan
preferences). A decentralized (regional) response system might create virtuous linkages with other
situated attributes such as: education, preparedness, collaboration, and public participation.
3.3.2. The Ecological Sub-System
For the ecological sub-system the most frequently mentioned attributes were: diversity,
feedback/connectivity/interactions, adaptation, buffering capacity, evolutionary potential, and
robustness (see Table 4).
Table 4. Attributes of the ecological sub-system, as indicated by workshop participants.
Determinant

Attribute

Región de
Los Ríos

Región del
Biobío

Región
Metropolitana

Total *

Variety

Diversity
Redundancy

8
2

9
2

3
0

20 (1◦ )
4

Feedback

Feedback/connectivity/interactions

7

5

7

19 (2◦ )

Self-organization

Self- and/or re-organization

6

0

1

7

Adaptive
capacity

Adaptation (action)
Evolutionary potential

5
1

7
6

4
1

16 (3◦ )
8

Resources

Diversification
Abundance

2
1

1
1

4
0

7
2

Robustness

Robustness

2

3

3

8

Buffering

Buffering capacity

4

7

5

16 (3◦ )

* Number in brackets represents the relative importance of the most frequently mentioned attributes.

3.4. The Valued Outcomes of Different Actors in Building Resilience to Drought: Transformation Knowledge (d)
This section presents a summary of participants’ views on the role or valued outcomes that
actors should aspire to and exercise for enabling resilience building. The valued outcome assigned
to different actors for building resilience constitutes part of the transformation knowledge needed
to move from system to target knowledge. Valued outcomes were assigned to four groups of actors:
(1) non-government organizations and civil society; (2) academia and the scientific community;
(3) government agencies; and (4) the private sector (see Table 5).
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Table 5.
Participants’ opinions on the role of different actors in building resilience
(transformation knowledge).
Valued Outcome

Participants’ Arguments

Mentions

Value outcome for NGOs and civil society
Participation

To actively participate in the development and implementation of drought responses

13

Rectitude

To show rectitude and concern towards the environment and to protect it; changing
habits, attitudes, and customs

12

Influence

Capacity of organized citizens to influence the actions or behavior of another actor

9

Refers to the action of investigating, informing themselves, finding out, self-learning

8

Self-organization

Capacity for communities to re-configure themselves proactively and modify actions

8

Monitor

To observe and check the progress or quality of something or somebody; keep under
systematic review

6

Receptive

To be open to receiving new information from other people, organizations, or sectors.

4

To abide by social/normative rules

1

Inquiry

Follow Rules

Value outcome for academia and the scientific community
Dissemination
Generate knowledge
Applied research
Link
Basic research
Influence
Teach
Interdisciplinary

To spread information, ensure widespread access to information

17

To produce information in general

16

To develop applied research, including innovation and technology transfer

9

Connect with other actors in society

7

Modelling and observation, basic research

6

Ability to have an effect on people (e.g., decision-making in the private sector and in
municipal government)

4

To teach others

3

Link with other fields of knowledge

1

Value outcome for government agencies
Information
Planning
Regulation

To promote access to and dissemination of information and to generate information

23

The activity of improving the institutional setting and creating and implementing
new policies

21

A rule or the act of controlling something; to keep under systematic review

11

Enabling cooperation

To create enabling conditions for collaboration and cooperation with other actors or
sectors/groups

7

Capacity-building

To create enabling conditions for collaboration and cooperation with other actors or
sectors/groups

7

To motivate or encourage different actors to do something

6

Incentives
Learning
Fund
Implement
Guide
Participation
Accountability

Capacity of obtaining knowledge from society

6

To provide economic resources for a particular purpose

5

To put (a decision, plan, agreement, etc.) into effect

5

To make something move in a desired direction

3

To have an proactive attitude, to participate

3

The fact or condition of being accountable; responsibility.

1

Value outcome for private sector
Responsibility
Provide Information
Adaptation
Finance

Good judgment and ability to act correctly and make decisions on accordingly

17

To create and provide information for other actors in society

11

Act of adapting towards new technologies and processes (e.g., cleaner production
processes in an industry)

9

To provide money for a particular purpose

7

Linkage

The act of working together with other actors, sectors, or groups

7

Involve

To be included, take part in, or feel part of a process

5

Production

The process of making or growing goods to be sold

3

Leadership

To generate leadership

1
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The information presented here complements the detailed discussion of the attributes of the
Social Resilience-Wheel. Participants highlighted eight aspects related to the role of non-government
organizations and civil society. The three most frequently mentioned of these were “participation”,
“rectitude”, and “influence”.
“Civil society have the role of seeking information and participating constructively.”
In general, the majority of the roles envisioned for the civil society and NGOs are associated
with the active participation of social actors in environmental issues, with only two related to being
“receptive” to receiving information and “following rules”. These results are consistent with the
climate change literature, which indicates that one of the current challenges of governance in climate
change is to create active organizations capable of sharing experiences, generating a collective memory,
and strengthening social capital [75].
Regarding the role of academia in building resilience, eight specific valued outcomes were
identified (see Table 5). The notable significance and role assigned to scientists may be attributable
to the recognition and legitimacy of the scientific community in the eyes of the general public and
their peers [76]. Participants saw a largely unidirectional or top-down role for academia, with almost
50% considering the main role of academia to be associated with the generation of general, basic
and applied research (“generate knowledge”, “applied research”, and “basic research”), followed by
“dissemination” of information (27%).
“ . . . scientists are dedicated to studying and generating information. They take it and translate it
into a language that can be delivered to the population.”
“ . . . scientists have the role of generating independent and credible scientific information,
and disseminating this information.”
The role of government agencies prompted the greatest variety of responses from participants.
Promoting access to, and the generation and dissemination of “information” and “planning”, were
considered the most important roles, followed by “regulation”.
“The state has a role in creating institutions and mandates. Although self-organization also exists,
the state must fill the role of creating an environment which enables this to happen.”
The roles for government can be divided into two main groups. First, 69% of participant responses
are associated with a unidirectional relationship between government agencies and other actors.
This is expressed as a hierarchical relationship involving top-down approaches, where agencies
(the top) perform actions such as “disseminating information”, “planning”, “regulation”, “funding”,
“implementing”, and “guiding” in order to support society or other actors (down), who are mere
recipients of that support. In the second group, comprising 30% of responses, are roles associated
with a bidirectional relationship, where agencies and other actors work together, for example,
in “capacity-building” in communities, “enabling cooperation” with other actors, “incentives”,
“learning” from society, “accountability”, and “participation”. This result is relevant because the
literature about participation, social learning, and governance suggests that it is necessary to move
from a paternalistic and hierarchical model of the state to a mutual understanding through a bottom-up
perspective in order to achieve better results in planning, mitigation and adaptation, and public policy
processes in general [75,77,78].
Roles assigned to the private sector for building resilience can be grouped under eight
headings, where “responsibility” and “provide information” were prominent, featuring in almost 50%
of responses.
This is not unusual considering that it is generally in relation to these two issues that conflict arises
because of the information asymmetries between companies and other actors and the environmental
impacts caused by company activities, which are of increasing concern [79]. For this reason, companies
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have coined the concept Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) for voluntary actions taken to adopt
more socially conscious behavior and decrease the level of conflict with communities [80,81]. In line
with this, some authors further argue that voluntary provision of information is necessary to reduce
information asymmetries [82]. However, the concept of CSR has been questioned and doubts were
raised about whether it truly offers a solution to social concerns [79,81].
We also note that a number of valued outcomes repeat between several groups of actors.
These themes emerge with slightly different names and reflect varying perspectives but nonetheless
stress the widespread relevance assigned to these outcomes. One common theme is information.
Knowledge generation (including research, teaching, dissemination, and outreach) is very relevant for
scientists, and the private sector includes “provide information” as a key valued outcome. The other
two groups assign high importance to learning and using information (“inquire” in the case of the
civil society; “learning” in the case of government agencies). Another common theme is participation,
a valued outcome mentioned by civil society, state agencies, and private sectors (in the form of
“involve”). “Cooperation” and “linking” are valued outcomes mentioned by all actor groups except
for, surprisingly, NGOs and civil society. Finally, both government agencies and the private sector
mention “fund” and “finance” as important outcomes.
Overall, it is interesting to highlight that while the roles of academia, NGOs and civil society,
and the private sector were mentioned 63, 61, and 60 times, respectively, the role of government
agencies was mentioned close to 100 times. In the Chilean context, this is not surprising. Although the
system has continued to evolve over decades, the neoliberal tradition has, on the one hand, restricted
“the public sphere” to a field that is regulated by the state, while, on the other hand, restricting the
NGOs and civil society to a field of private interest (individual) [83,84]. Despite increased levels of
participation in recent years, top-down approaches remain predominant.
4. Conclusions
In this paper we sought to highlight the importance of participatory processes in co-producing
concrete, context-specific, and relevant knowledge on resilience factors that would otherwise remain
ambiguous or abstract for dealing with the impacts of drought. By way of conclusion, key insights
are provided with respect to methodology, resilience theory, and practice in the context of drought
in urban and peri-urban areas, and related to processes of social learning with transdisciplinarity as
an overarching organizing framework for this process.
With regards to methodological improvements, key lessons emerged. First, the Resilience-Wheel
was useful for navigating the conceptual complexity and diversity of perspectives inherent among
social actors and academics from different disciplinary backgrounds, as well as for reaching a pragmatic
consensus within a specific context. The Resilience-Wheel proved to be a powerful tool for
communicating and synthesizing complex and diverse information on urban and regional resilience
through a relatively simple graphical representation that may be applied elsewhere in similar contexts.
In the following paragraphs we present the implications of this research for theory and practice.
Study results demonstrate the interconnectedness between urban and regional resilience. We argue
that it is necessary to study cities and their surrounding regions in order to understand cities’ resilience
as a consequence of multiple interactions between systems at different spatial and temporal scales.
Participants’ views on the most relevant impacts of drought were relatively consistent among
the workshops conducted in the three regional cities. These impacts are relevant for defining
system knowledge. The most significant impacts according to participant responses were: losses
in production (e.g., agricultural production) and income (economic impact); negative impacts on
ecosystems (environmental impact); timely access to resources for dealing with droughts (institutional
impact); and increase in social vulnerability (social impact). These results provide the basis for
constructing resilience in a concrete manner, e.g., ‘resilience to what’, which is further complemented
by responses to these impacts as part of the overall system knowledge.
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Participants’ responses with regard to what constitute key determinants for building resilience
to drought and their attributes were a key input, as these views reflect the implicit values placed
on desired outcomes (target knowledge). For the social sub-system, the most important attributes
mentioned were: improving education and access to information, enhancing preparedness, promoting
technology transfer, reinforcing organizational linkages and collaboration, decentralizing governance,
and encouraging citizen participation. These attributes imply key considerations for solutions to
address droughts (transformation knowledge), which forms the basis for evaluating the effectiveness
of resilience building and thereby validates resilience theory in practice.
Based on target knowledge inputs, the impacts of droughts can be addressed through
a co-production of transformation knowledge. One of the central pillars of this transformation
knowledge consists of human and institutional dimensions, in which the definition of actors as agents
of change requires input from relevant stakeholders. Participants identified specific roles or valued
outcomes for each actor in a way that could enable resilience building, of which the most significant
were: active participation in knowledge co-production (NGOs and civil society); production and
dissemination of key scientific information (academia); generating and providing access to information,
and creating appropriate institutional settings (government); and responsibility of companies and
provision of information that they possess (private sector). This implies that changes are necessary
and transforming current practices will result in differentiated responsibilities for all actors.
For building resilience, social learning processes are imperative. These processes increase
the likelihood of building resilience, since they embed the context-specific expectations, capacities,
experience, and knowledge of local actors. The workshops carried out in this study served as platforms
for social learning where both participants and the research team learned about key determinants and
attributes for building resilience to drought and the usefulness of the Resilience-Wheel in guiding
them in the process of knowledge co-production.
Adopting a transdisciplinary approach allowed us to co-produce key target and system knowledge
to enable a starting point for transformation knowledge. These are first steps towards improving the
way in which drought is currently addressed, with a bottom-up approach to bridge the gap at the
interface between science and policy.
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